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Choosing the First SAMR Ladder Project: 
Three Options

• Your Passion: 
• If you had to pick one topic from your class that best exemplifies why you became fascinated with the 

subject you teach, what would it be?


• Barriers to Your Students’ Progress: 
• Is there a topic in your class that a significant number of students get stuck on, and fail to progress 

beyond?


• What Students Will Do In the Future: 
• Which topic from your class would, if deeply understood, best serve the interests of your students in 

future studies or in their lives outside school?
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Flowchart for K-2 – the E&D and CA&F bubbles should be bolder than the others as 
that is where most students will be working.  The text should be modified to read:

E&D:  Making observations
 Asking questions
 Sharing observations and ideas

 Testing:  
 Recording observations
 Interpreting observations – What is different?  What is the same?
 Using observations to tell what made me think that…
 Changing what I thought after more observations

CA&F
 Talking about our observations and ideas
 Listening to classmates
 Having others try your investigation
 Recording in science notebooks
 Coming up with new questions and ideas
B&O
 Learning more
 Answering questions

Anna:
No arrows
Change to “Explaining what my observations make me think”
Change to “Discussing with classmates”

Using observations 
to tell what made
me think that …

This science flowchart has been modified for grades K–2
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Flowchart for 3-5 – the text should be modified to read:

E&D:  Making observations
 Asking questions
 Sharing data and ideas
 Reading about science discoveries
 Testing:
 Making a hypothesis
 Gathering data
 Interpreting observations 
 Revising what I thought after more observations
 Revising hypothesis or making a new one

CA&F
 Feedback and peer review 
 Discussion with classmates
 Listening to classmates
 Repeating the investigation
 Coming up with new questions and ideas
B&O
 Learn more
 Answer questions
 Satisfy curiosity
 Solve everyday problems

Flowchart for K-2 – the E&D and CA&F bubbles should be bolder than the others as 
that is where most students will be working.  The text should be modified to read:

E&D:  Making observations
 Asking questions
 Sharing observations and ideas

 Testing:  
 Recording observations
 Interpreting observations – What is different?  What is the same?
 Using observations to tell what made me think that…
 Changing what I thought after more observations

CA&F
 Talking about our observations and ideas
 Listening to classmates
 Having others try your investigation
 Recording in science notebooks
 Coming up with new questions and ideas
B&O
 Learning more
 Answering questions

Using observations 
to tell what made
me think that …

3-5:
arrows into the process: we might want to get rid of new technology
(covered by surprising observation here) and personal motivation (covered
by curiosity here).  Might also consider replacing serendipity with
"chance" or "an accident."  Or we could get rid of them completely

top circle: the placement of the bubbles within the circle looks a little
like there is an order to them or a reason for their placement.  could you
arrange the mini-bubbles as in Benefits and Outcomes?

middle circle: revising hypothesis and revising what i thought seem
redundant.  If we're ok with using the word hypothesis at this level,
maybe we could replace those two with: deciding how good a hypothesis is
(or evaluating hypothesis), revising hypothesis, making a new hypothesis. 
If we don't want to use the word hypothesis, we could say instead:
supporting ideas, changing my mind, coming up with a new idea.

lower right circle: could you arrange the mini-bubbles as in Benefits and
Outcomes?  Also, to parallel the others, could we phrase the discussion
bubble "discussing with classmates?"

K-2:
Arrows in: may not be necessary at all here, but if we do keep them, I
think we should simplify as in the 3-5 chart suggestion.

middle circle: I like the sentiment of all these bubbles, but maybe a
little rewording would make their meaning clearer:  how about replacing
the rightmost bubble with "explaining what my observations make me think."
 Might also consider simplifying the bottom one to "changing my mind"--but
maybe not, I am also ok with this one as is. Also, the spacing of the
bubbles in the vertical direction is not even here.

lower right circle: could you arrange the mini-bubbles as in Benefits and
Outcomes?  Also, to parallel the others, could we phrase the discussion
bubble "discussing with classmates?"

This science flowchart has been modified for grades 3–5
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Bloom's Taxonomy: Cognitive Processes

Anderson & Krathwohl (2001) Characteristic Processes

Remember • Recalling memorized knowledge 
• Recognizing correspondences between memorized knowledge and new material

Understand
• Paraphrasing materials 
• Exemplifying concepts, principles 
• Classifying items 
• Summarizing materials

• Extrapolating principles 
• Comparing items

Apply • Applying a procedure to a familiar task 
• Using a procedure to solve an unfamiliar, but typed task

Analyze
• Distinguishing relevant/irrelevant or important/unimportant portions of material 
• Integrating heterogeneous elements into a structure 
• Attributing intent in materials

Evaluate
• Testing for consistency, appropriateness, and effectiveness in principles and procedures 
• Critiquing the consistency, appropriateness, and effectiveness of principles and 
procedures, basing the critique upon appropriate tests

Create
• Generating multiple hypotheses based on given criteria 
• Designing a procedure to accomplish an untyped task 
• Inventing a product to accomplish an untyped task

Lorin W. Anderson and David R. Krathwohl (Eds.), A Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching, and Assessing: A Revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Complete Edition. Longman. (2000)
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